Notification

The General Public is hereby informed that some unscrupulous elements registered as NBQP-QCI members under voluntary Professional Membership Scheme of NBQP, have involved themselves in unauthorised and unethical practices such as (but not limited to): misuse of QCI logo, misuse of membership card, claiming false approval for training courses, displaying membership status on fake QCI letterhead, issuing false certificates, conducting surprise industry visits claiming as QCI authorised personnel etc. Accordingly, the General Public is cautioned to refrain from such persons and advised to immediately inform NBQP-QCI at the email kushal.nbqp@qcin.org in case any one comes across such person / incident claiming QCI authorisation or name.

It is further clarified that:

- The details of professionals registered under the voluntary Professional Membership Scheme of NBQP is available at the following link; https://nbqpmembership.qci.org.in/list-of-members
- The members registered under the scheme are not QCI-NBQP officials /assessors/experts. They are not authorised to conduct any assessment/audit (if not authorized specifically).
- Mere registration under a scheme, does not entitle an individual/organisation to represent QCI at any platform or use its logo (unless specifically authorized).
- The onus of a deceitful act committed by any such unscrupulous element towards a person / organisation/agency dealing with such unauthorized persons shall solely rest on the dealing person/organisation and QCI/NBQP or its office bearers or any person associated with QCI shall not be responsible for the same.
- QCI does not accord approval to any course/organisation other than those registered under its Course Registration Scheme as available at the link: https://courseregistration.qci.org.in/CourseList.aspx. Any claim for courses other than approved by QCI as listed in this link will be considered mis-representation of fact.

The membership of persons involved in such unethical acts (mentioned above) shall automatically stand terminated and QCI shall take legal action as deemed fit against such individuals.

This Notice is issued in the interest of General Public.

Sd/-
CEO
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